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ISMA AAC20 Quick Engineering Guide 

 
Summary: 

 

This guide covers the installation process required to setup the ISMA AAC20 and quickly 

integrate to 3
rd

 party devices. 

 

Tools Required: 

Windows Laptop running Win7 

Latest ISMA Configurator download: http://www.innon.co.uk/pages/isma-download 

Latest AAC20 Software bundle: http://support.gc5.pl/iSMA-B-AAC20/Software%20Bundle/ 

An AX platform running v3.8.41.2.7 

AX Sedona TXS software: https://software.niagara-central.com/ord?portal:/download/4509  

ISMA Module files: http://support.gc5.pl/iSMA-B-AAC20/Niagara%20Modules/3.8/ 

USB to RS485 lead (Optional): http://www.innon.co.uk/ 
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1. Software Installation 
 

 

 Once all of the required software is downloaded please load the  software in the following 

order: 

 

1. Copy the 3 ISMA Jar files into the AX 3.8 modules folder and restart the application 

2. From the top menu in you AX platform select Tools/Sedona Installer, once the installer applet 

appears then select the location of the TXS zipped file you have previously downloaded as 

below: 

 

 
 

No press next and agree to the licencing, the Sedona bundle will now install and the platform 

will restart automatically. 

(Please note if you are using 3
rd

 party AX platforms such as Distech, Hawk or Tyrrell you will 

have to contact your OEM to provide their specific Sedona extension packs)  

 

3. Now open the Sedona installer applet again and this time select “Import Sedona 

Environmental Files” and point the directory to the ISMA software bundle that you have 

downloaded from the link on page 1 please see example of the file name below: 
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       Once the GC5_Kits.zip has loaded it is then advised that you restart your AX application to 

update its registry. 

 

4. We can now start loading the required software onto your new AAC20 controller so we now 

need to connect the new AAC20 controller to your laptop, for this you will need to give your 

laptop Ethernet adaptor a fixed IP address of say192.168.1.100 

Now run the ISMA installer from the down load link on page 1and right click on the TCP tree 

and select the device you are going to commission in the example below we are going to 

select the LCD version of the AAC20 and then press OK: 
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Now you will need to set the IP address of the device this is by default 192.168.1.123 this is accessed 

by clicking on the configure connection tab at the top of the configurator as below: 
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Insert the default IP address and then press OK, next you will need to double click on the AAC20 

controller in the right hand network tree. 

Now right click on the controller and select Sedona Updater, this will launch a new applet as below: 

 

 
 

You can now start loading the latest firmware and default settings required to start using this device, 

first we need to load the latest firmware, this is specific to the two types of AAC20 controllers and 

mixing the firmware will corrupt the device so please select carefully. 

For example purposes we will now load the firmware fore the LCD version of the AAC20 controller 

so please select the following file from the ISMA software bundle from the down load link on page 1 

The file should be called “iSMA-B-AAC20-LCD_HW1.0_FW4.5.bin” as below: 
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Once this has been located press the “Send File” button and you should get a response message from 

the installer. 

Now press the “Reload Firmware” button this will now load the new firmware into the devices flash 

memory of the device. 

The next step requires loading of the AAC20 controller drivers this file can also be located in the 

ISMA software bundle and is labelled “kits.scode” as highlighted below: 

 

             
 

Now carry out the same process press as the firmware “Send File” and then “Reload Firmware” the 

device will now re-boot again. 

The last file to install is the default App this is similar to the Demo station on the Jace platform so you 

can then engineer the controller live, it is always best to load this default Application first before 

installing any other pre-configured App as it make the installation process run seamlessly. 

Now select the default App as highlighted below, this is also located in the same ISMA bundle folder 

and is labelled “app.sab” as highlighted below: 
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Now carry out the same process press as the firmware “Send File” and then “Reload Firmware” the 

device will now re-boot again. the device is now ready to programme. 

 

 
 

2.    App Management 
 

 After successfully installing all of the required software in section 1 you will now be able to 

communicate with the device through various platforms and access the application for both 

online and offline engineering 

                             

 The device will still have the default IP address at this point so if you need to change this to 

then integrate into an existing network then all that is required is to use either IE or Firefox and 

type in the device IP address in the command line :192.168.1.123 this will then open up the 

management applet login as indicated below:

 
 

 The default Login is: platform and default Password is: 1000 once you have successfully 

logged in you will now see several tabs for the various network setting as described below: 

 

 

 
 

 Now change the IP settings/Subnet mask and Gateway to the desired settings and then press the 

“Submit” button and then the “Reboot” button to save the changes. 
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 This web applet also has some diagnostics and access to the network settings but it is 

recommended that these are set within the application and to just use this as a diagnostic tool 

 

 Now we can open the controller application via your AX platform there are two ways of doing 

this either direct access or via a Jace controller if there are any on the network 

 

 Direct access: Open you v3.8 AX platform and from the menu bar select “Open” and “Open 

Sedona Device” as indicated below: 

 

 

                                    
 When the login applet appears you will now need to input the IP address of the device and the 

default user name “admin” and password this is blank as indicated below: 

 

                                                       
 

 

 Once you have successfully logged in you will see the controller in the network tree and also 

two containers on the active window one is the “Sedona Tools” and the other is the “App” 

 

 If you now double click on the “Sedona Tools” Icon the following services will appear: 
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 Back/Restore Tool: this will back up the entire controller including all of the required 

Kit/drivers, this should be actioned as soon as the controller has been commissioned or part 

commissioned. (Please note that the backups are saved by default to the root directory but this 

can be changed manually) 

 

 App Manager: this is used to import an app that has been pre-engineered off-line and it can 

also be used to save an app that has been engineered on the controller (please note this will 

not save any of the driver/kit files that may be required to run the App) 

 

 Kit Manager: this tool is similar to the Jace Software Manager and loads all of the relevant 

drivers/kits, we will now run this tool by double clicking on it which will then bring up a list 

of kits that can be installed as listed below: 
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 Please now tick the drivers that you think you will need to load; I have highlighted some of 

these essential kits above such as the system kits, the LCD display & local I/O kits as well as 

the Logic & Maths modules. 

 

 If there are any dependencies the manager will also let you know before downloading them to 

the controller also if you try to load say a network driver in the controller such as Dali network 

it will not be available until the kit has been downloaded 

  

 Jace access: Open your Jace station and then add the “Sedona Network” if you then do a 

discovery the AAC20 controller should appear with the correct IP address. 

You can also access the Sedona controller via an AX supervisor by again adding the Sedona 

network but this will be subject to additional licencing similar to installing a BACnet network 

on an AX supervisor. 
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 You will have the same options connecting via the Sedona network as with the direct 

connection so if you double click on the “Sedona Tools” Icon you will get the same three 

management tools as below and also have access to configure the App by expanding the “Sox 

Gateway”: 

  

 

3.    Local I/O Configuration 
 

 The local I/O is connected to two  internal networks similar to the Jace NDIO so you will have 

to install the following kits before you can start adding the input and output points: 

 

                
 

 

 Once these have been loaded onto the controller you can then add them by expanding the App 

and then double clicking on the Driver Icon as highlighted below and then press the Add button 

to then select the two I-O networks: 
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 Repeat this if you are using the One Wire sensor network and label the two networks 

accordingly: 

 

                                                 
 

 You can now start adding the I/O points to these networks by opening the Sedona pallet using 

the following navigation: 
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 Once the pallet has been opened you can then select the Local I/O kit as highlighted below: 

 

 

                                    
 

 The first points that require installing are the config settings these are required to define the 

scaling of the inputs and outputs, this can be dragged across onto the right hand pain into the 

point manager as below : 

 

 
 

 If you now double click on the Local IO Config Icon you will then be able to see all of the 

relevant I/O settings, I have created an example below where i have added a PT1000 sensor to 

Universal input 3 (please note these settings can also be accessed via a web browser but its 

best to set these in the App as the settings will be saved) 
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 For tight control application’s it is recommended that the sensor channel is set to 16bit 

resolution as below: 
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 Universal sensor: I will now add a sensor to channel 3 on the local I/O network by dragging a 

“UITemperature” point into the “Point  Manager” in the right hand pain: 

 

       
 

 Now double click on the “UITemperature” point to set up the relevant channel number: 

 

                 
 

 

 You can also right click on the point and give it a unique descriptor in this case I have used 

Sensor 3 (please note that under the Sedona environment only 7 characters can be used when 

naming any of the points within the App so having your own standard naming convention will 

help when back-engineering) 

 

 Universal Digitals: the universal inputs can also be configured as digital inputs this is done by 

dragging the  
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 Once this has been dragged into the point manager then the input channel and label can then be 

set the same way as the sensor that we have previously configured (please note that there are no 

special settings required for the universal digital in the local config settings but the sensor 

scaling for the assigned channel must be set to 10K3A1 and measure voltage = True 
 

 Digital Inputs: These are strait forward and can be dragged into the “Point Manager” and then 

have the required input channel assigned and a unique point label applied as below: 

 

 Digital Counters: These are assigned to one of the digital input channels and will log fast 

switching equipment, they also have external bindings that can be used to reset their totalizer’s 

(please note these can only be assigned to the 4 digital inputs channels and not the universal 

digitals) 

 

 Analogue Inputs: These are strait forward and can be dragged into the “Point Manager” and 

then have the required input channel assigned and a unique point label applied, please note that 

the input scaling for these points are in millivolts so a divide module will need to be added to 

these inputs with a factor of 100 to get a 0-100% input value 

 

 Resistance Inputs: Once this has been dragged into the point manager then the input channel 

and label can then be set the same way as the sensor that we have previously configured (please 

note that there are no special settings required for the resistance input in the local config 

settings but the sensor scaling for the assigned channel must be set to 10K3A1 and the 

resolution set to 16 Bit as below: 
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 Digital Outputs: These are strait forward and can be dragged into the “Point Manager” and 

then have the required output channel assigned and a unique point label applied. 

 

 Analogue Outputs: These are strait forward and can be dragged into the “Point Manager” and 

then have the required output channel assigned and a unique point label applied. , please note 

that the output scaling for these points are in millivolts so a multiply module will need to be 

added to these outputs with a factor of 100 to get a 0-100%/0-10V output value. The analogue 

outputs can also be configured for PWM when connected to the appropriate thyristor controller, 

this can be set up in the local I/O Config settings as shown below: 

 

 

                           
 

 

 Analogue Digitals: These are strait forward and can be dragged into the “Point Manager” and 

then have the required output channel assigned and a unique point label applied. These modules 

accept a digital input status and automatically convert this into a 10,000 millivolt output for 

driving SRM relays (please note that the analogue output channels have a limit of 20ma@10V 

so these channels will only drive a standard RT1 equivalent single pole relay. 

 

 One Wire Network: The one wire network utilises analogue output channels 5 & 6 so if this 

network is not being used then these two output channels can be enabled for normal 0-10V 

outputs by adjusting the parameters in the local I/O Config settings back to Voltage 0-10V: 

 

                        
 

 One wire sensors are not very common to the UK market at the moment but Innon now have 

two compatible sensors available on our website for duct temperature/Humidity and CO2 and 

also a wide range immersion temperature probe. 

 

 Sensor Configuration: double click on the one-wire network icon and then drag in a 

“OneWireThermometer” into the point manager in the right hand pain as shown below: 
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 Now insert the Mac address of the sensor and set the label and unique point name, there is 

also a discovery feature which can automate this process this is available by right clicking on 

the one-wire network and then selecting “Actions” and then “Discover” this will then 

populate the device manager pain with any compatible sensors (please note that not all of the 

one-wire sensors are discoverable as this feature is only installed by certain manufacturers 

some of these sensors require network biasing so it is recommended that a 4K7 ohm resistor 

is installed across the A5 & A6 terminals of the controller) 

 

4.    LCD Configuration 

 

 

 The LCD is also connected to a local network bus so first make sure that the LCD kit 

has been loaded onto the device: 

 

             

 Once this has been verified then the driver will need to be added to the Application network, 

this is achieved by double clicking on the network Icon and then selecting the LCD kit in the 

Sedona pallet. 

 

 You can then drag the LCD driver into the Driver manager pain as highlighted below: 
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 Now double click on the Display Icon under the network tree and drag in the required display 

points as below: 
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 There are only 4 point types available each of them can be configured as read only or 

read/wright 

 

 The Boolean point can be configured as an editable On/Off point  by altering the following 

settings: 

 

                          

Meta:  This exposes the point to users in specific groups so much the same as privileges. 

Status: This is the health status of the point and will indicate and faults with external 

connections. 

Fault Cause: This will give a brief description of the fault such as point name duplications. 

Prefix: This is the label of the point such as “AHU Enable” 

In: This is the physical status of the point and also the default status 

On True: This is the point display text when active 

On False: This is the point display text when Inactive 

Suffix: This is the display facets in the case of a Boolean point this could be “Status” 

Editable: Enabling this will make the point Read & Write 

Auto Run Action: This is an external/internal flag to disable the point in the LCD 

 

 Below is another example of configuring the Numeric & Integer point: 
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 As you can see there are four additional settings on these point types 

Decimal Points: This is the Integer setting 

Min: The minimum set point allowed 

Max: The maximum set point allowed 

Step: The minimum adjustment increment  

 

 There is also a text point which and be used as headers or separators for a list of 

points. 

 Please note that when a point is enabled as a writable point there is no output links 

available please use the Input link for both Read and Write bindings to all other 

points. 

 

 

5.    Logic Engineering 

 

 Creating logic folders: when you install the default App this creates a default logic 

folder for you to add the control and logic modules using wire sheet. You can also add 

more folders under the App by dragging them in from the “sys” Kit and naming them 

accordingly: 

 

                                
 

 There is also another folder type called “RateFolder” this is for non-important logic that does 

not require fast processing and will therefor free up the resources of the controller to carry out 

more important tasks such as close control of a process loop. 
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 There are many logic and arithmetic modules available within the Sedona environment the 

majority are located in the following Kits: 

 

Control Kit: This contains all of the standard Sedona arithmetic and logic modules 

ISMA Control Kit: This contains additional modules developed by ISMA 

ISMA Control Api Kit: This contains the Time schedules, alarms and History services 

ISMA Plat AAC20 Kit: This contains the adjustable variable types 

Logic Kit: This contains additional logic modules 

Math Kit: This contains additional maths modules 

Basic Schedule Kit: This contains basic schedules 

Func Kit: This contains additional function modules 

Timing Kit: This contains the basic timers 

Types Kit: This contains various constants 

 

6.    BACnet Slave 

 

 The latest firmware and Kits provide the AAC20 controller with both BACnet Master 

and slave networking, if you are using the AAC20 controller as a slave for a Jace or 

AX supervisor it is recommended that you use the Sox network driver for these 

devices. 

 

  The first step is to make sure you have the desired Kits installed to enable the 

BACnet network types highlighted below: 

 

                
 

 Firstly drag the “BACnetNetwork” onto the Drivers Icon and then double click on the 

BACnet Icon in the tree to open the BACnet manager pain on the right, you can now 

drag the local device into the BACnet Device Manager pane as below: 
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 This will now automatically enable third party BACnet master devices to connect to 

the AAC20, once the desired points and Time-schedules/History points have been 

created under this device the third party BACnet master devices can the discover 

these points. 

 

 

7.    BACnet Master 

 

 This is primarily used to extend the I/O of the AAC20 by adding the ISMA Mini and 

Mix IP module range it can also be used to pick up points in 3
rd

 party systems. 

 

 Before setting up the BACnet master the device has to be firstly configured as a slave 

by carrying out the instructions above for the Slave device. 

 

 Once this is in place then you will need to select the BACnet master kit in the pallet 

and then drag in the Remote IP network onto the BACnet network and then enable 

this network: 
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 If you now right click on the Remote network Icon and select “Actions” and then 

”Discover” a folder will appear with all of the available BACnet devices on the local 

IP network, these will be numbered from device 1 onwards but if you now double 

click on the discover folder it will tell you who the vendors are and what type of 

device it is: 
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 Point discovery: unfortunately there is no point discover mode available with the 

current version of AAC20 controllers but this will be introduced on subsequent 

firmware releases, if you double click on the required device in the Device Manager 

Applet above you can then manually add points to each device and then enable that 

device. 

 

 

8.    Modbus Async RS485 

 

 The latest firmware and Kits provide the AAC20 controller for both Modbus Master 

and slave networking; the first step is to make sure that the desired Kits are installed 

to support these network types as highlighted below: 

 

                
 

 

 The Modbus Ansync network is primarily used for connecting ISMA I/O modules and 

metering equipment via the on board RS485 serial port. 

 

 The first step is to open the “ModbusAsyncNetwork” Kit in the Sedona pallet and 

then drag the network onto the Driver Manager pane as below: 
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 You will now need to setup the desired Baud rates etc. by right clicking on the 

network Icon and then select “Views” and then “Sedona Property Sheet” 

 

                      
 

 The next step is to add the Modbus slave device, if you’re adding an ISMA device 

then there is configuration templates already configured for all of the current module 

types. 

 

 Now open the “ISMA Modules” Kit in the Sedona pallet and drag into the Modbus 

Async Device Manager Pane as below: 
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 Now Right click on the ISMA device and then select “Views” and then “Sedona 

Property Sheet” you will then be able to select the appropriate ISMA module from the 

dropdown box illustrated below: 
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 Once the correct module type has been selected then the configuration of that device will be 

automatically created. 

 

 The next step is to drag in the relevant points that you will need from that module this is 

actioned by double clicking on the device in the Async network and then pressing the add 

button at the bottom of the pane, you can then select the required points: 
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 Hint when selecting the point types you can configure all of them in one click as in the 

example below where we are creating all of the digital inputs for the Mini 4I4O module:        

       

                                     

 

 First select the name of the first point in this case we are using “DI1” and we need 4 of these 

input points so we have selected Add 4, once you press OK then you can change the point 

input reference on each of the points created: 
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 Repeat this process for the remaining points that are also required, please note if any I/O is 

spare then it is not necessary to configure these as it will just use up resources in the AAC20 

controller. 

 

 

9.    Modbus Tcp Master 
 

 This Modbus TCP driver is used to connect slave device to the Ethernet port of the 

AAC20 controller, devices can also connected via IP gateways for remote Modbus 

RTU or Mbus devices these are also available on our website: www.innon.co.uk 

 

 The first step is to open the “ModbusTcpNetwork” Kit in the Sedona pallet and then 

drag the network onto the Driver Manager pane as below: 
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 There are no settings required for this driver apart from enabling it on the Sedona Property 

sheet. 

 

 Next we need to double click on the Modbus TCP driver Icon to open the “Modbus Tcp 

Device Manager” we can now add single devices or multiple devices such as meters please 

see example below where we are creating 5 Meters: 

 

 
 

 Once the Modbus slave devices have been created highlight the first device and then press the 

address button at the bottom of the page, this will then bring up the device settings applet 

where you will need to set the device IP and Modbus addresses as illustrated below: 
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 If you are intending to add any ISMA I/O devices then you can now repeat the procedure 

explained in the Modbus Ansync configuration instruction in the previous section. 

 

 Adding Points: In the device manager pane double click on the device that you need to add 

points too and the point editor pane will appear, you can now press the add  button at the 

bottom of the page and the point type selection applet will appear as below: 
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 Once you have selected the point type required then you will be taken to another applet were 

you will be given the option to label and add multiple points: 

                                  

 Once the point have been added you will now need to change the point settings for each point 

created, this is achieved by double clicking on each point individually, the following applet 

will then appear: 
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10.    Modbus Tcp Slave 
 

 This Modbus TCP driver is used to connect this device via the Ethernet port as a slave 

to devices such as DDC controllers which do not support the Sox native network, if 

you are using the AAC20 controller as a slave for a Jace or AX supervisor it is 

recommended that you use the Sox network driver for these devices 

 

 With the Modbus Tcp Kit installed on the controller the first step is to open the 

“ModbusTcpNetwork” Kit in the Sedona pallet and then drag the network onto the 

Driver Manager pane as below: 

 

 
 

 Now we need to set the slave device addressing, this is achieved by right clicking on the slave 

device Icon and then selecting “Views” and then “Sedona Property Sheet”, the following 

settings applet will appear where you will need to assign the unique addressing for the 

AAC20 controller: 
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 Please note that the default port number for DDC controllers on a local network is 502 if 

connected via WAN network then the default port no. is 8502 

 

 Now we can start adding the Modbus registers by double clicking on the slave device Icon, 

this will then open up the point manager below where we can start adding the registers: 

 

                         

 Again with all point configuration in the AAC20 controller you can create multiple points 

with sequential naming conventions as above, once the points have been created then they 

will require a unique registry number, these internal registers start from 1000 and there are 

2000 available so more than enough for one controller. 

 

 You can now double click on the point and configure its properties as in the example below: 
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 You can now repeat this process for ant Boolean registers that are required again the registers 

begin at 1000 and there are 2000 x 16 Bits available: 

 

 

Summary: This document is a quick engineering guide so for further in-depth detail of each of the 

driver types explained in this document please visit our website www.innon.co.uk and down load the 

datasheets for the AAC20 

     

 

 

For further details on our integration products or If you encounter any problems with this 

configuration then please contact Innon support at the following address where we will arrange for a 

call back to further assist: support@innon.co.uk 


